
Re-Markable Paint's removable marking paint is visually
appealing, rainfast, and tolerant to foot traffic. The company
has developed versions of the system for both artificial turf and
natural grass. The paint and removing solution are safe chemical
protocols, and they can be used in commercially available spray
machines. In addition to being removable, the paint and
removal solution will not damage plants or artificial turf.

To change field markings for another sport, another team's
logo, a special event, or a field advertising sponsor, stadium
managers can use their existing paint spraying equipment to
apply Re-Markable's paint removal solution, and the lines,
field markings, or logos painted with Re-Markable Paint will
disappear instantly.

In 2003, Brian K. Hunt 
founded the Re-Markable Paint
Company in Ithaca, New York,
to commercialize a line of 
athletic field paints based on a
process developed by leading
turf specialists and chemists
(research led by Frank Rossi,
Horticulture) at Cornell
University. These paints offer a

flexible and environmentally safe alternative to commonly
used athletic field paints.

The unique, innovative feature of Re-Markable Paint's new line
of athletic paint is that they instantly disappear when sprayed
with the company's paint remover. "It goes away just like the
invisible ink you might have played with as a child," says Hunt. 

Sporting venues at all levels face many user demands and space
constraints. At the professional and collegiate level, getting the
highest stadium utilization by accommodating multiple sports
without marring the field's beauty is a challenge. In high
schools and public parks, rising interest in field sports, increased
participation of girls in sports, and tight budgets have placed
field space at a premium. The high cost of single-purpose 
stadiums has long been a major obstacle for politicians and
their constituent communities to overcome in lending financial
support to stadium projects. 

The Re-Markable Paint Company's patented paint and paint
remover system allows stadium managers to paint lines on their
fields and completely remove the paint at their convenience.
This allows stadium managers to more easily maximize the
use of their venues to host multiple sports or events and thus
bring additional revenue and events to their communities. The
company's paint and paint remover system helps a single-use
stadium more easily become a multi-use venue that can spread
the facility's cost over a wider base of event attendees.

The Re-Markable Paint Company

ANY SPORT, ANY LINE, ANY TIME
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£ Boundary Lines

Re-Markable Paint is an ideal tool for marking boundary
lines for any field sport. The field markings of different
sports do not clash. Soccer matches and football games
can be played back to back without conflicting lines.

£ Infield Baselines

Managers of baseball fields spend many hours maintaining
sharp first and third base lines between games. With 
Re-Markable Paint, the old infield lines can be removed
and a fresh, crisp line can be applied in minutes.

£ Logos

White logos can be applied and removed from the field
with ease, allowing field managers to paint their opposing
team's mascot and name on the field for every home
game. Re-Markable's colored paints are in the final stages
of development.



Re-Markable Paint also helps field managers maintain the health
of their fields. For the natural grass field manager, Re-Markable
Paint eases the process of field rotation. Research has shown
that grass fields maintain their health more successfully when
different sports are rotated around the field space. Re-Markable
Paint allows the field manager to determine when and how the
fields can be rotated. On artificial turf, Re-Markable Paint helps
maintain the integrity of the field, especially for in-fill systems.
Because the Re-Markable Paint system relies on a chemical
process for the removal, the in-fill of the field is protected
from the scrubbing and pressurized water sprays of other
"removal systems."

Brian Hunt, President
Re-Markable Company
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The Re-Markable Paint Company's patented paint and

paint remover system allows stadium managers to paint

lines on their fields and completely remove the paint

at their convenience.

Re-Markable Paint Before and After
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For more information:

Re-Markable Paint Company
101 E. State Street, #126
Ithaca, NY 14850
(607) 256-8693
Fax: (607) 277-7673
info@ReMarkablePaint.com
www.ReMarkablePaint.com
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